MINDSET
SKILLSET
BEHAVIOR

TEAM
DEVELOPMENT
MINIMIZE TURNOVER BY TRANSFORMING
CO-WORKERS INTO TEAMMATES.

PROGRAM
OVERVIEW
OUR TEAM DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM:
Gives teams the opportunity to learn
how to work well together through
shared experiences of personal and
professional development through
creativity and play!

PROGRAM DELIVER IS
CENTERED AROUND
THE UNIVERSAL SKILL
OF CREATIVITY:
Engaging bi-lateral brain activity
to effectively address mindset,
skillset, and behavior.

HERE'S WHAT
WE'VE CREATED

PEOPLE CENTRIC TRAINING
THAT DEEPENS CONNECTIONS.

Our relationship and culture building program
is designed ideally for a 12-month engagement,
delivered quarterly in 2-hour workshops
*We offer individual sessions, but find dedicating resources to develop teams
over time generates lasting results & shifts company culture.

WHAT MAKES
THIS WORK

FUN EXPERIENCES THAT
MAKE AN IMPACT

We don't stop at 'team building' (fun activities); we create
experiences that help people understand one another, to
work better together.
Creativity Kits & Artifacts! Our hands-on
approach includes creating artifacts to anchor
you back to the workshop experience.

SAMPLE DELIVERY
SCHEDULE

DEDICATE TIME EACH

QUARTER EXCLUSIVELY FOR
TEAM DEVELOPMENT

QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Align Personal
Values to
Company
Mission

Stronger
Together:
Identify Your
Unique
Contributions to
the Team

Intercultural
Collaboration
Strategies:
Make Equity &
Inclusion
Actionable

Appreciation:
Recognizing
Value of Each
Team Member

*CUSTOMIZED AND INDIVIDUAL WORKSHOPS AVAILABLE

(including yourself!)

Align Personal Values
to Company Mission
Do your employees know your company mission
and purpose? And if they do - how are they
personally connected to it?
This workshop will give your team the
opportunity to reflect on their personal values,
and share those in small groups with teammates
to uncover connections.
Then, find correlation between personal values
and the company mission. This connection gives
people purpose in their roles; a quality that has
been proven to increase employee engagement
and reduce turnover.

Key Take-Aways
We can all find something in common
through our values
Our personal values are not separate from
us in the workplace
Finding a connection between person
values and company mission increases our
purpose at work
Creative Artifact: Values Cube
Design and make a Values Cube to leave
at your desk as a reminder of the values
you bring to your work every day. Roll it
as a dice to connect with one value each
morning!

Stronger Together by the Sum of Our Differences
Join Van Lai-DuMone, founder of worksmart for a
creative experience to uncover the unique skills and
characteristics of each person on a team. Then find
practical ways to apply these skills and attributes to
empower self-confidence, teamwork, partnership,
and collaboration; making individuals and teams
stronger and more resilient - creating possibilities for
yourself and others.
In this presentation, Van shares a personal story of
how through the sum of their differences, twenty
Vietnamese refugee women, including her mom, and
a Hollywood movie star, trail blazed the now 8.3
billion dollar manicure industry in the United States;
exemplifying the message of stronger together by
the sum of our differences.

Key Take-Aways
Each person has a unique set of qualities
that bring value to a team
We can access our character strengths to
contribute to any situation we find
ourselves in
When each team member brings their
strengths to a team, it makes the team
stronger
Creative Artifact: Strengths Rock Garden
Create a simple reminder of your character
strengths through rock painting!
Keep these on hand to pick from when you
are facing situations where you need to
draw from your strengths!

Intercultural
Collaboration Strategies
In order to have an effective collaborative team,
we have to create an environment that celebrates
and engages the multiple cultures and identities
our team members bring to the group.
This workshop offers practical tools and
techniques to improve intercultural interactions
for efficient problem solving, communication and
innovation.
Build stronger teams and better results through
intercultural collaboration.

Key Take-Aways
Effective collaboration incorporates
diverse perspectives for innovation
Self cultural awareness is needed for
authentic inclusions
Simple cultural inclusive strategies can
increase collaboration within teams
Creative Artifact: Cultural Self Portrait
Create and collage a self portrait that
reflects our cultural identities. This 8"x8"
wood canvas is an art piece you can
hang up or sit on your workspace as an
artifact and reminder of the multiple
facets of your identity.

Appreciation:
Recognition of Individual
Contribution
In high-growth environments, it can be hard to
take time to show recognition for your own
accomplishments & recognize others for theirs.
Take time in this workshop to reflect on each
person's contribution to the team and
organization - including your own!

Key Take-Aways
Learn ways to show gratitude and
recognition even in high-paced work
environments
Create points of connection between
people on your team through recognition
Each person has an impact on company
culture, others on the team, and performance
Creative Artifact: Recognition MURAL
Using MURAL, an online collaboration tool,
co-create a Recognition Mural for each
person on your team using words and
images. Each person's digital mural will be
captured individually and distributed for
printing.

WHY INVEST IN YOUR TEAMS

43%

of surveyed
employees claim
corporate
culture was the
main reason for
their search for a
new job
(Hays)

Employees who
say there's a
low level of
respect among
colleagues are

26%

more likely to
quit their jobs
(TINYpulse)

79%

of American
workers say
company
culture is an
important job
satisfaction
factor.
(SpeakAp)

More than

50%

of CEOs say
corporate culture
influences
productivity,
creativity,
profitability, company
value, and growth
rate.
(Recruit Loop)

READY, SET, GO!

REVIEW THE TEAM BUILDING
WORKSHOPS
SCHEDULE AN EXPLORATION CALL!
go.worksmartadvantage.com

WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

Joe Lara
The Honor
Foudation

In a room full of Navy
Seals & Special Force
Operators, Van was able
to quickly build rapport
and trust with this
unique elite veteran
community, and tap into
their innovative spirit. It
was incredible to learn
from and observe Van in
action.

Jane Maine
Illumina

Van's session reenergized the group! Her
style is unique, authentic,
and inspirational. I highly
recommend her
programs to anyone
looking to engage their
teams to think differently
and collaborate together
in an innovative way.

van@worksmartadvantage.com
www.worksmartadvantage.com

